
 

The Xposeyour Diversity In Leadership Program (DILP) was designed to develop
impactful leaders from ethnic minority communities and partner with organizations to
support their strategies to foster an inclusive workplace and retain a diverse
workforce. DILP prepares your high achieving contributors to become part of your
next generation of senior leadership. Led by Shara Hutchinson, a TEDx Speaker
and skilled business leader, participants develop core leadership competencies and
confidence, empowering them to remain engaged at work and deliver results for key
corporate goals.

Develop a pipeline of diverse leaders to support a more
inclusive workplace and to have leadership bench
strength.
Incentivize high performers to seek in-house
advancement rather than outside opportunities through a
culture that promotes leadership development. 
Prepares your high achieving contributors to become
part of your next generation of senior leadership,
improve execution, and develop an organization that is
effective, adaptable and empowered.

Benefits to your organization

Build Confidence and proficiency to get to the next
level in your leadership capacity. 
Hands on training in 12 leadership competencies.
Expand your network and influence by building strong
professional relationships.

Benefits to participants 
 

Diversity In Leadership Program
Develop.Drive.Deliver.

Immersive group meetings
held monthly 
Expert speakers present on
a leadership competency at
every meeting
Virtual meetings via Zoom
Duration: 6-month program 
Cost: $2500 

Program Summary

Contact us today: services@xposeyoursolutions.com



Who is this program designed for?

This program was designed to give people of color— African
Americans, Hispanics, Asians, Native Americans and other racial
minorities—a greater opportunity to get pointed training that sharpens
their leadership skills while appreciating the advantages of culturally
diverse teams. 

Unlike other leadership programs that rush through the material, lack
accountability, and fail to create opportunities for implementation,
DILP’s program is structured to inspire mastery. Participants will feel
equipped to advance in their careers at your organization, rather than
seek outside opportunities. Increasing your bench strength. This,
coupled with the intention of executives will help your company retain
top talent, develop a pipeline of diverse leaders, support strategic
initiatives, and ultimately affect the bottom line.

What are the 12 Core Leadership Competencies?
During  this 24 week program we will use our signature “Exposeyour” method to
equip participants with  12 core leadership competencies.

Executive Presence
Customer Focus
Self-Awareness 
Talent Optimization 
Business Strategy
Execution
Ownership Thinking 
Effective Communication 
Developing High Performing Teams
Emotional Intelligence
Change Management
Business Finance
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We strategically expose your leaders to other leaders for discussions that foster
understanding of how others make decisions while promoting collaboration and driving
solutions to their day-to-day objectives. 

We create an environment where leaders develop critical capabilities through frequent
exposure to challenging experiences and out-of-the-box thinking. 

We incorporate immersion experiences and integrate real world learning activities with
leaders from various industries for external exposure.

We facilitate scenarios and emphasize strategies for leaders to gain exposure to
different perspectives, challenges and solutions beyond what they’d typically encounter
in their daily work

Gain Group Experience Through Immersion  

Develop.Drive.Deliver.

Each participant will take a behavioral assessment and gain a better understanding of their
strengths and opportunities in order to develop an effective personal development plan. 

Each participant with receive 1 individual coaching session with Shara Hutchinson to gain
clarity on career and leadership development goals to begin taking action towards them.

Strengthen Skills Through Individualized Coaching 

 www.xposeyoursolutions.com



“Gallup also found that an actively
disengaged employee costs their
organization $3,400 for every
$10,000 of salary, or 34 percent.
That means an actively disengaged
employee who makes $60,000 a year
costs their company $20,400 a
year!”

~Paul Petrone, Linkedin Learning Blog

“Black professionals in 2018 held
just 3.3% of all executive or senior
leadership roles, which are defined
as within two reporting levels of the
CEO, according to the US Equal
Employment Opportunity
Commission.”

~Jeanne Sahadi, CNN Business

Develop.Drive.Deliver.


